
Reference Radiographs are to

be used in the evaluation of

castings.3,4 It may also be

attributed to differences in

opinion. The article

“Limitations on the Detection

of  Casting Discontinuities

Using Ultrasonics and

Radiography” seems to suggest

that the radiographic

density of  an indication

such as shrinkage in a

casting should be given

significant

consideration when comparing

the production film to

reference radiographs.5 It’s not

uncommon to find Level III

personnel who share this view.

Using Reference

Radiographs

When using ASTM Reference

Radiographs, it becomes

evident that, in terms of

radiographic contrast between

discontinuity and background,

a lower grade level plate might

have a discontinuity that could

be judged more harshly than

the plate above it. It is even

possible to gather some

rudimentary quantitative

measurements from some of

these plates. Taking random

densitometer readings of

plates 5 and 6 of  ASTM E155

“Aluminum - Gas Holes -

¼ in.” Reference Radiographs

would suggest that the average

optical density of  the plate 5

gas hole is around 2.82, while

optical density of  the

background is around 2.06

(Fig. 1). The plate 6 gas hole

however, may be found to have

an average optical density of

2.43, while the background
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In any group of  film interpreters,

the ability to reach complete

agreement on the severity of

casting discontinuities is almost

never 100 percent. Laboratory

research demonstrated that a group

of  five certified film interpreters

trained in a master apprentice

program reached agreement in

evaluations only 68 percent of  the

time. After completing a unified

training program based upon results

of  the first study group, a second

group of  certified film interpreters

reached agreement 83 percent of

the time.1,2 It is reasonable to

assume that the lack of  consistency

can be partly attributed to a

misunderstanding of  how ASTM
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April’s “Focus” article was prepared by Grant Reynolds and Bruce

Crouse. Grant passed away late in 2008. An ASNT Level III working

with MT, PT and RT in aircraft manufacturing, he was an active and

valued member in ASNT’s Air Capital Section. We are pleased to share

Grant and Bruce’s last collaborative effort with our readers.

“How do Level I technicians gain experience?” As

this publication prepares for press, TNT’s oversight

committee is meeting at ASNT’s Spring Conference

in St. Louis, Missouri. One topic on their agenda is

“How do Level I technicians gain experience?” In a

tight economy, NDT companies are looking for

experienced personnel. Two-men crews with both a

Level II and assistant Level I are dwindling. What’s

your input? We’d like to hear where you think the

opportunities are. Send us your comments.

Lew Wells is the subject of  our April profile. A Senior Instructor

and Technical Advisor at the School of  Applied Non-Destructive

Examination (SANDE) in the Republic of  South Africa, Lew’s career

parallels those of  many older NDT practitioners and relates how the

development of  NDT is based upon the needs of  industry.

Hollis Humphries, TNT Editor
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average is closer to 2.12. Plate 5 is obviously

much darker with a total difference in contrast

of  about 0.76 density units, while plate 6 has a

total difference in contrast of  about 0.31 density

units.

Similarly, if  comparing plates 5 and 6 of

ASTM E155 “Aluminum - Foreign Material

(More Dense) - ¼ in.” Reference Radiographs,

one can verify the background density

surrounding the discontinuity images is very

similar, but it is clear more light is transmitted

through plate 5 than plate 6 at the discontinuity

locations (Fig. 2). In fact, if  one were to take a

light meter and measure transmitted light

through the plates at these areas, one would

find that plate 5 actually allows more than twice

the amount of  light through the film when

compared to plate 6.

If  density were given significant consideration

in evaluating either of  these conditions using

the reference radiographs, the argument could

easily be made that the discontinuities in the

number 5 plates are more severe than the

discontinuities in the number 6 plates, and

quantitative information could be extracted to

support those positions. It is obvious, however,

that attempting to use the reference radiographs

in this manner is impractical and is also using

them in a manner that is not intended.

Read Instructions

In the evaluation of  castings with radiography,

ASTM Reference Radiographs are simply tools.

They are, understandably, rather complicated

tools at times, and are definitely subject to

interpretation. As with most complicated tools,

they come with instructions on how they are to

be used. It is human nature, however, to open a

box with a new tool and assume we know how

to use the tool without reading the instructions.

Without a clear understanding of  how casting

reference radiographs are to be used, the natural

tendency of  the interpreter is to take the relative

radiographic density of  a discontinuity into

consideration when evaluating its severity. More

precisely, the interpreter would be looking at

contrast between indication and background.
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in an area of  2.0 density will

appear to be much less than the

contrast of  the very same

indication when the background

density is 3.5.

Beam Energy Level. As beam

energy (KeV or MeV) increases,

film contrast decreases. By

manipulating beam energy, and

thereby density contrast, an

experienced radiographer can

greatly alter the apparent severity

of  a discontinuity.

Lead Screens. Most

specifications allow radiographers

to use lead screens, a tool to

reduce scatter radiation, among

other things. The use of  lead

screens and the thickness of  the

screen chosen will affect contrast

between discontinuity and

background. Generally there is no

minimum thickness of  the front

screen, but limits for maximum

thickness are specified.

Part Thickness. As part thickness

increases, contrast between

discontinuity and background

decreases. A discontinuity in a

part 2.5 cm (1.0 in.) thick appears

to have less contrast than the

same discontinuity in a part

1.3 cm (0.5 in.) thick.

Film Processing. Contrast

increases as film development

increases. Manually processed

film, if  properly done, has better

contrast than film that is

automatically processed.

Orientation of  Discontinuity.

Angular variations of  the

radiation beam in relation to a

discontinuity may cause the

discontinuity to appear darker or

lighter than expected.

The radiographer instinctively knows that the

darker an indication, the greater the amount of

radiation that has penetrated that area as

compared to lighter areas on the same film.

However, the problem with using density as an

accept or reject criterion is that commonly used

reference radiographs are not on the same film.

It is also very unlikely that the film being

interpreted was produced using all the same

variables as the reference radiographs. Standards

for the interpretation of  castings, such as

ASTM E155 and E446, specify the manner in

which those reference radiographs are to be

used when evaluating discontinuity severity.

Section 5.1.1 of  ASTM E155  states:

An area of like size to that of the reference

radiograph shall be the unit area by which

the production radiographs are evaluated,

and any such area shall meet the

requirements as defined for acceptability.

ASTM E446, Section 8.11 states:

The radiographic density of discontinuities in

comparison with background density is a

variable dependent on technical factors. It

shall not be used as a criterion for

acceptance or rejection in comparison with

reference radiographs.

Factors Affecting Density

ASTM E446 refers to several technical factors

that preclude using discontinuity density as a

means to determine casting acceptance. The

most notable factors follow.

Film Sensitometric Curve. The sensitometric or

characteristic curve expresses the relationship of

exposure applied to a photographic material and

the photographic density that results from that

exposure. For a given amount of  exposure,

different types of  radiographic film respond

differently. Each film type has a unique

characteristic curve and responds differently in

terms of  contrast. This applies to films from

different manufacturers as well as to different

films from a single manufacturer.

As film density increases, film contrast

increases. However, in terms of  contrast with

the background, the darkness of  an indication
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Figure 2. Comparison of background densities and light transmission

through foreign materials in plates 5 and 6 of ASTM E155 “Aluminum —

Foreign Material (More Dense) — ¼ in.”.

Figure 1. Comparison of total difference in contrast between plates 5

and 6 of ASTM E155 “Aluminum — Gas Holes — ¼ in.”.

Gas hole

Gas hole

Foreign material Foreign
material

This image produced by agreement with ASTM
International. It is a small part of the referenced standard
and may not be reproduced without permission. It is
informational only. Full text of the ASTM Standard must be
referred to for its use and application.

This image produced by agreement with ASTM
International. It is a small part of the referenced standard
and may not be reproduced without permission. It is
informational only. Full text of the ASTM Standard must be
referred to for its use and application.

This image produced by agreement with ASTM
International. It is a small part of the referenced standard
and may not be reproduced without permission. It is
informational only. Full text of the ASTM Standard must be
referred to for its use and application.

This image produced by agreement with ASTM
International. It is a small part of the referenced standard
and may not be reproduced without permission. It is
informational only. Full text of the ASTM Standard must be
referred to for its use and application.



ASTM Standard Reference

Radiographs reduce the number of

necessary variables by making the

accept or reject decision a

two-dimensional proposition as are

the film images. The inclusion of

discontinuity density as a basis for

accepting or rejecting a casting

invites considerable difficulty.

Meaningful interpretation that can

be agreed upon by both producer

and consumer comes closer to

being reality when standards are

followed.6

Human Factor

Beyond the technical factors there

is the human factor. Judging the

severity of  a discontinuity based on

contrast is a subjective task. What

one inspector considers acceptable,

another may reject. What is too

much contrast? What is too little?

Using a densitometer to measure

difference in density is not only

impractical, it increases the

complexity of  decision-making.

Production slows while costs and

the potential for rejection by the

consumer are increased.

When writing the standard for

reference radiographs, ASTM

Committee E07.02 on Reference

Radiological Images elected to

remove the variable least useful in

determining discontinuity severity.

Doing so improved the means for

interpreting casting radiographs

and helped the interpreter to avoid

nondestructive guessing (NDG).

Over the years, the use of

relative density as a means to

evaluate discontinuity severity has

found its way into some OEM

specifications. Interestingly enough,

without a clear understanding of

what expected outcomes should be,

the very standards meant to prohibit

this incursion may have contributed to

it. ASTM E446, Section 8.2 states:

When the severity level of

discontinuities in the production

radiograph being evaluated are

equal to or better than the severity

level in the specified reference

radiograph, that part of the casting

represented by the production

radiograph shall be acceptable. If

the production radiograph shows

discontinuities of greater severity

than the reference radiograph, that

part of the casting shall be rejected.

Wording very similar to the preceding

text has found its way into many

company specifications, along with

other factors, such as radiographic

density, that the specification authors

have considered as indicators of

severity. However, as observed earlier

in the text of  ASTM E446,

Section 8.11, this cannot be the case.

What then, does Section 8.2 suggest?

As in ASTM E155, text in the

following section provides clarification.

ASTM E446, Section 8.3 states:

An area of like size to the reference

radiograph shall be the unit area by

which the production radiograph is

evaluated ...

Thus, severity is determined not by

density but by an area of  like size. This

instruction prohibits rounding off  a

plate grade to the next nearer plate.

There is no radiographic grade 2.3 that

can be rounded down to a 2.0. Nor is

there a radiographic grade 2.7 that can

be accepted as a 2.0 because it is not

yet a 3.0. If  the area of  the indication

on the production radiograph exceeds

that of  the discontinuity on the

reference radiograph, that area of  the

casting is to be rejected.

Conclusion

Hammers and screwdrivers need no

instructions, but complex tools do. In

the case of  reference radiographs, when

there is disagreement in the severity of

a casting discontinuity and the

evaluations have been based on relative

density, it’s time to read the

instructions.
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U
NDT Practitioners based in the United States

are not generally familiar with a magnetic flux

indicator known as the Burmah-Castrol strip or

Castrol Strip. These devices have now been

accepted into ASTM standard E 1444, and

deserve some explanation.1 This paper explains

their function and presents a finite element

analysis of  the instrument.

Magnetic Flux Indicators

The three types of  flux indicators or

quantitative quality indicators (QQIs) most

familiar to U.S. NDT practitioners are the pie

gage, the berthold gage, and the skeie shim. A fourth

type, a laminated strip developed by the

Burmah-Castrol Oil Company (Swindon, UK)

and known as the Burmah-Castrol strip, was

IN-DEPTH

introduced in the U.S. roughly 20 years ago (Fig. 1). It consists of  a very

thin 0.051 mm (0.002 in.) high-permeability (HYMU-80 annealed), low-

retentivity steel strip bearing three chemically milled slots of  different

widths, sandwiched between two 0.051 mm (0.002 in.) thick nonmagnetic

strips (Fig. 2). The nonmagnetic strips play no part in the process except

to protect the high µ material and introduce lift off  from the surface

under investigation.

There are two basic types of  Castrol strip; general (G or I) and

aerospace (A or II). Slot widths and the minimum tangential magnetizing

force (Ht) needed at the part surface to produce an indication on all

three slots when using magnetic ink and with the strip held vertically are

shown in Table 1. A highly curved magnetic flux leakage (MFL) field is

needed to hold particles in place for viewing. The slots effectively create

this field curvature, as does a tight imperfection.

With magnetic fields in parts, there is continuity of  the tangential field

strength across the air-part interface. Though it decays rapidly as distance

from the part increases, the value of  Ht just outside the magnetized part

is the same as the value of  Ht at the part’s surface. When using the type

G strip, if  the tangential magnetizing force just outside the part is

2400 A·m–1 (30 Oe), then the tangential magnetizing force at the surface

of  the part is the same. A magnetizing force requirement of  30 Oe is

commonly specified in European magnetic particle inspection standards.

This is because 30 Oe is sufficient to take most common steels well up

their B-H curve to a point where there is substantial MFL from tight

surface imperfections. This writer has found indications with the strip

held horizontally at the center of  a coil in as little as 160 A·m–1 (2 Oe).

When the strip is held vertically, the Ht values counteract the effect of

gravity draining the particles out of  the MFL field of  the slots. In use,

the Castrol strip is placed on or taped to the surface under investigation

(Figs. 1 and 4).

Burmah-Castrol Strips in NDT by Roderic K. Stanley*

6 · Vol. 8, No. 2

Figure 1.  Burmah-Castrol strip (type G) on pipe

with AC yoke magnetization (note discontinuity

in seam weld of pipe).

Burmah-Castrol
strip

Discontinuity
in seam weld

Figure 2.  Illustration of MFL from slots.

Magnetic

material

Magnetic flux leakage field

Chemically milled slot

Brass

strips

Table 1.  Slot width and minimum tangential magnetizing force (Ht)

necessary at part surface to produce indication on all 3 slots.

Type A or II (aerospace) Type G or I (general)

Slot widths, mm (in.) 0.076 (0.003) 0.191 (0.0075)

0.102 (0.004) 0.229 (0.009)

0.127 (0.005) 0.254 (0.010)

Ht, A·m-1 (Oe) 6000 (75) 2400 (30)2
* NDE Information Consultants, 5218 Sanford Rd., Houston, TX

77035; (713) 728-3548; e-mail rkstanley@ndeic.com.



U.S. Introduction

The introduction of  the Castrol strip into the

U.S. is worth comment. In 1985, the author

received a packet of  five from a pipe

inspection company in Houston at a time

when, prior to performing magnetic particle

inspection in residual circular induction, third

party monitors, threatening delays, would

intimidate pipe inspection companies with the

question “How do you know the pipe is

magnetized?”. This question occurs after a

metal rod has been run through the pipe, and

shots have been fired from a capacitor

discharge magnetizing system or battery pack.

Of  course, the answer was that the inspector

didn’t know, with the exception that if  an

imperfection was detected in the resulting

residual induction with magnetic particles, the

magnetic flux level was obviously sufficient to

cause an indication.

Colleagues of  the author had investigated

the peak and duration meter and also developed

simple methods for measuring bulk flux to

determine flux density in a tube.3 The meter

measured the peak current from the capacitor

discharge shot and its duration. Due to

changes in the self  inductance of  the pipe, it

was possible to tell the number of  shots it

took to saturate the steel but not the actual

remanence level. This was remedied by making a one-turn coil or wire

through the bore of  the pipe and connecting it to a flux-meter, a task

easy in the lab but impractical in the field. 

Could flux indicators tell us anything about residual induction? Many

inspection jobs had been held up or cancelled because of  the inability to

tell if  pipe was magnetized circularly. First attempts with a berthold gage

proved futile. Second attempts with a pie gage obtained better results.

The Burmah-Castrol strip was almost universally successful. Why?

Operations on Pipe in Residual Induction

When pipe is saturated, the flux at point A (Fig. 3) must equal the flux at

point C, plus the leakage flux:

where Br is the residual induction in the material in the vicinity of

point C. Making some approximations we can determine surface flux

density at the thin spot, Bo (caused by eccentricity DR) as:

In many cases, eccentricity (DR) in oilfield pipe is sufficient to produce a

Bo that will activate the slots in the Burmah-Castrol strip. Typically, for a

highly retentive pipe, Br may be 1.2 tesla (12 000 gauss). Therefore,

DR/R needs to be approximately 30/12 000 = 1/400 in order to

produce sufficient magnetization to activate the strip. This does not

represent very much eccentricity. In electrically welded pipe, the internal

cropping of  the pipe at the seam weld and the change in magnetic

permeability at the same location causes Fleakage, so the strip should be

placed over the weld. It was also determined experimentally that, if  the

pipe had no eccentricity along its length, the only way to obtain MFL

was to manufacture some eccentricity on the pipe’s outer surface with a

grinder. The type G strip is therefore commonly used in oilfield tubular

inspection to prove that pipe is magnetized.

Computer Simulation

The Castrol strip was modeled for DC excitation with finite element

analysis software. Field lines in the lower brass strip and upper brass

strip + air are shown in Fig. 5a. Flux lines in the steel strip are so dense

that they have merged (solid red) except at the two vertical edges of  the

slot (field lines in part would also be red, but are not shown in lower part

of  figure). Digitized B-H curves were used to model the steels both in

the strip and in the steel upon which the strip was placed. The MFL

above the slot shows the DC field curvature (or gradient) that is

sufficient to hold small magnetic particles in the ink (or carrier solution)

end-to-end so as to bridge the slot. At regions of  less field curvature,

further from the slot, particles are not held in place. The computation of

how the particles are held is complex, but flux density at the slot edges is

around 0.6 to 0.8 tesla.
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Figure 3.  Flux from saturated eccentric pipe.

A
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IN-DEPTH continued on page 8

Figure 4.  Castrol strip (type G) on pipe in residual

induction using dry particles as commonly

performed in oilfield tubular inspection.

Pipe

Type G notched strip



This magnetic requirement can be seen to be equivalent to the more

commonly used “amperes per unit dimension of  part.”4 Strong

indications are found, especially under UVA illumination.

Usage

The strips can be used as purchased or cut into small pieces and glued to

various locations on oddly shaped parts in order to set the flux density

levels needed to produce surface indications and to check flux

orientation at the surfaces of  parts. In continued use, the brass

sometimes peels away from the steel strip but can be glued back

together. If  necessary, the strips can be demagnetized by removing them

slowly from the field of  an AC yoke. One UK supplier now

manufactures strips with a circular milled slot.
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The color scale in Fig. 5b shows the

decreasing density of  flux lines in the steel

strip as the slot is approached and the faint

change to lighter blue over the slot (flux

density in steel part not shown). The highly

curved leakage flux lines above the slot hold

magnetic particles but further from the slot,

where they are less curved, none are held.

During this analysis, it was found that in

situations such as point A (Fig. 3), the strip

does not draw flux from the tube and there are

no resulting indications. Therefore, some way

of  creating Fleakage must be effected. The

original experimental findings for use of

Castrol strips in residual circular induction

were thus confirmed. 

Operation in Active Fields

Standards for inspecting in active induction

now state that the tangential magnetizing force

should meet or exceed 2400 A·m–1 (30 Oe).

IN-DEPTH continued from p 7
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Figure 5.  Finite element analysis of Burmah-Castrol strip; (a) field

lines and (b) flux density in vicinity of slot.

(b)

(a)



3. Cracks are most often initially aligned _____________ to the stresses

that cause them.

6. If  there is insufficient liquid metal to compensate for reduction in

volume of  metal as it solidifies, this type of  void can occur.

7. Photographic density refers to the quantitative measure of  film

__________.

8. Process of  determining the magnitude and significance of  a

discontinuity after the indication has been interpreted as relevant.

9. Severe, well-defined cavity that occurs when hot, molten metal is

deposited into mold containing moisture or other impurities.

10. Hot cracking or hot tearing

originates during or just after

hardening of  the metal and

usually occurs in areas where

_________ changes abruptly.

12. Depth of  field is the _____ of

distance over which an imaging

system gives satisfactory

definition when its lens is in the

best focus for a specific

distance.

14. Cold shuts are essentially lack of

______ between adjoining

portions of  cast metal.

15. Micro shrinkage in nickel base

and cobalt base alloys occurring

as an array of  small voids with

unusual radiographic

appearance.

16. Term applied to porosity with

teardrop or tadpole shape.

18. Non-metallic oxides appearing as irregular, dark blotches on

radiographs.

Across

4. Geometric __________, term for fuzziness or lack of  definition in a

radiographic image that results from incorrect source size, object-to

film distance and/or incorrect source-to-object distance.

5. Generally speaking, optical density of  any radiographic image depends

on the amount of  radiation absorbed by the ________ of  the film.

6. Regardless of  whether they permit a decrease or necessitate an increase

in radiographic exposure, lead screens, mounted in contact with the

film, diminish the effect of  ________ radiation.

11. Contrast increases as film development _________.

13. Most serious form of

discontinuity because the

sharp tips act as severe

stress risers.

14. Depth of  _____, distance a

sensor may be moved from

a lens system and still

produce a sharp image.

17. Occurs when gas entrained

by turbulence during

pouring or given off  by

mold material becomes

entrapped in a casting

during solidification.

18. The H and D curve or

characteristic curve

expresses the relation

between the exposure

applied to a photographic

material and the resulting

photographic _______.

19. Pieces of  slag or other solid foreign materials trapped by weld material.

20. The result of  uneven solidification, this can assume various forms that

appear as dark regions on a radiograph.

Down

1. In film radiography, the difference in film blackening from one area to

another.

2. As part thickness increases, contrast between discontinuity and

background _________.
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Across

4.unsharpness
5.emulsion
6.scattered

11.increases
13.cracking
14.focus
17.porosity

18.density
19.inclusion
20.shrinkage

Down

1.contrast
2.decreases

3.perpendicular
6.shrink
7.blackening
8.evaluation
9.blowhole

10.thickness
12.range

14.fusion
15.sponge
16.piping
18.dross
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L
Lew Wells has been in NDT for almost 40 years and has traveled widely

both for work and training. In turn, he imparted his expertise to NDT

personnel in South Africa, an aspect of  his work he views with pride. He’s an

active member of  the South African Institute for Non-Destructive Testing, an

organization working to raise the bar for professional development in NDT.

In 1997, Lew joined the School of  Applied Non-Destructive Examination

as a Senior Instructor and Technical Advisor.

Q: How did you begin your career in nondestructive testing?

A: In 1969, I was an apprentice aircraft mechanic learning the

whole aircraft, nose to tip, wing-tip to wing-tip, engines,

airframes, hydraulics — everything. During my lunch hour, I

watched a colleague perform X-rays on the belly skin of  an

aircraft looking for corrosion. He could tell the skin thickness

by looking at variances in density in the radiographs. Another

bloke inspecting wing spars with ultrasonics showed me a crack

he had picked up. I found that quite interesting and started

reading up on NDT. I carried on working as an aircraft

technician until 1971 when I joined the South African Airways

NDT section.

Q: Was NDT training part of  youre apprenticeship?

A: No. That is one thing that differs tremendously between South

Africa and overseas. I’ll be very frank. I always tell the blokes

when I’m working with them, in South Africa, NDT

technicians are considered a bit of  necessary evil. When

sanctions were lifted, South Africa had to move into an open

market where NDT was involved. Until then, there was no

focus on NDT qualification and certification. Once the

international market opened, it was a case of, “Hey, we should

certify blokes.” Today of  course, we are trying to get NDT into

some format of  accepted training.

Q: Is training conducted through the employer, on the job?

A: For the most part, companies want NDT technicians to come

on as fully-fledged, certified technicians. We do have companies

that do proper, practical, hands-on training. Our technikons

[universities of  technology] here in South Africa are trying to

develop an NDT diploma but training concentrates on analysis,

fracture mechanics. The blokes know what causes the break

after it has happened but need to know how to find the flaw

before it breaks. NDT Level I, Level II training must be

brought in as groundwork for the program. Once you’ve had

that training, if  you want further education in NDT, you either

go out of  South Africa or do a lot of  reading as I’ve done. I’ve

the ASNT books on ultrasonics, eddy current and radiography

all here at home. Whenever you can, you read up — Materials

Evaluation, Insight — you read up.

Q: Have you traveled out of  South Africa for training?

A: Yes, lots of  training or courses overseas for different inspection

methods, traveled there to study with the blokes, to see how it

was done, and then bring it back to train local inspectors.

Q: You were recently awarded the Heinz Rohloff  Trophy for Progress in

NDT to recognize your ongoing support of  NDT in South Africa. It

mentions a technique you developed for South African conditions using

white contrast. Can you tell us about it?

A: Yes, the manufacturer of  the RB-211 gearbox gave it to my

employer with an idea of  what was needed. We in NDT were

to follow up with proper, full-on MT, PT and ET techniques to

be published for use on the components. At that time, the

Montreal Protocol [on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer] was

creating a lot of  concern about CFCs and other mixers such as
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those used in contrast paint to propel it out of  the can and dry

it quickly. I worked with a friend that was a paint chemist to

develop a contrast that met the necessary specifications for

thickness and so forth. We looked around, grinding paint

coloring, mixing different stuff  when we were struck with the

idea of  using polyvinyl paint. We thinned it down, ground the

coloring and came up with a very fine thing. You sprayed it on

and it formed a skin across the surface. To get it off, you just

peeled it off. You didn’t have to use cleaners.

Q: Do you consider yourself  a hands-on NDT person?

A: I wouldn’t call myself  hands-on 365 days a year — not quite.

But, I’ve done a lot of  hands-on work, getting my hands dirty.

In my earlier career, especially in

training, right up until 1990 it was

all hands-on; mostly for

dimensional or visual inspection of

aircraft components but other

NDT processes as well. In 1990, I

became an advisor and consultant

salesman and helped develop

NDT inspection units for aviation

and industry, also for power

stations and oilfields.

Q: What is SAINT?

A: The South African Institute for

Non-Destructive Testing is a body

of  people interested in NDT and

in representing NDT technicians.

Until now, Level I and Level II

technicians have been relying on

Level IIIs to represent them but

that is difficult with relatively few

Level IIIs here in South Africa.

SAINT is also hosting the 18th

WCNDT in Durban in 2012.

Q: How would you advise someone

considering a career in NDT?

A: They must realize that it’s a career

and have a passion for it. They’re

in it for life. Here in South Africa,

the training is minimal so they

must study and read. They’ll be

doing a lot of  traveling. And, it’s

not the cleanest work, especially

radiography in refineries and

foundries. They’ve also got to get

hands on experience before they can be certified. That means

they have to volunteer their services.

Q: They must volunteer in order to obtain practical experience?

A: Yes, they must volunteer to build up experience. Some

companies will take them on a trial basis. If  they perform, they

will be hired. In South Africa, NDT is not recognized as a

trade, though we are working to have it recognized as such by

our Department of  Trade and Industries.

Q: What’s the best part of  your work?

A: I enjoy training the blokes, giving back what I’ve learned.

lewwells@mweb.co.za.  
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Q: Please explain the minimum color perception requirement considered acceptable to

ASNT for the purpose of  MT. I have read requirements for PT but cannot find

them for MT.  V.M., Houston, TX.

A: Paragraph 8.2.2 of  SNT-TC-1A (2006) states:

Color Contrast Differentiation: The examination should demonstrate the capability of

distinguishing and differentiating contrast among colors or shades of  gray used in the

method as determined by the employer. This should be conducted upon initial certification

and at three-year intervals thereafter.

It can only be determined by the certifying company what exam(s) are necessary.

For example, a company that only uses red colored dry powder may be justified in a

red against white background verification. At another company, several colors of

dry powder in addition to fluorescent materials may be used. You can see the same

“minimum” exam for both companies would be different.

A quick look through Interpreting SNT-TC-1A offers several inquiries that relate to

your situation. These include Inquiries 78-11, 01-06, 81-15 and 83-6. Interpreting

SNT-TC-1A is free to ASNT members at http://www.asnt.org/membersonly.htm.

E-mail, fax or phone your questions for “Inbox” to the Editor: hhumphries@asnt.org,

fax (614) 274-6899, phone (800) 222-2768 X206. 
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